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A group of soldiers back from a mission in Brazil bring back 
a virus which won’t only kill you but will bring you back 
from the dead.
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(CONTINUED)

BRAZIL

EXT/DAY/DEEP IN THE AMAZON FOREST

SANTOS is traveling with his cousin PEPE and a group of 
armed men through the forest using a Machete to clear the 
path, eventually they come to an opening where a tribal man 
is standing, Santos lowers his machete, approaches the elder 
and takes of his hat and bows, the elder touches the top of 
Santos head and walks away, Santos follows him.

PEPE
Who is this guy SANTOS

SANTOS
This man is the one who will help 
us do what we need to do, do you 
love me PEPE?

PEPE
You know I do

SANTOS
Good, because I'm going to need you 
the most, without love none of what 
I'm trying to do will happen, the 
world is changing primo (cousin) to 
much greed and not enough unity, it 
seems the world can only come 
together and act decent when there 
is a crisis at hand, look at ebola, 
covid 19, but as soon as a vaccine 
comes so does the stupidity, I, WE! 
will change that, we will hand the 
world back to the people, go back 
to simplicity, back to the birth of 
civilisation, Primo,  the meek 
shall inherit the earth.

PEPE
How?

SANTOS
You'll see primo (cousin) and you 
and I will be part of this whole 
thing.
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CUT TO A CAMP FIRE

Everyone is sitting around the campfire SANTOS and PEPE are 
watching the tribal man put a concoction of herbs, leaves 
and bark into a pot while chanting (Making Ayahuasca) PEPE 
is looking at SANTOS who is watching with anticipation

SANTOS
With this primo (cousin) we will 
live forever

The armed men are sitting with SANTOS, The tribal man stops 
singing and looks up at SANTOS, he passes SANTOS the bowl, 
SANTOS.

SANTOS takes out a medical vile and pours it into the bowl

PEPE
What is that?

SANTOS
Something I picked up in West 
Africa, this combination is power, 
nothing can or will stop us

SANTOS places the bowl to his mouth and drinks, he then 
passes the Bowl around, first to PEPE then to his men, 
SANTOS smiles at PEPE

SANTOS
Now we are unstoppable

Fade out
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ORDERS

EXT/DAY/ Unknown Military Base

A special force team lead by Captain STEVEN STRAIN is 
receiving his orders from GENERAL CASPER in a military 
bunker while his team are loading up kit into the 
helicopter.

GENERAL CASPER
Captain 

CAPTAIN STRAIN
(Salutes) General

GENERAL CASPER
(Salutes) good to have you with us 
on this 

CAPTAIN STRAIN
What are we looking at

GENERAL CASPER
We had intel of a new type of 
organisation heading through new 
channels, possible biological 
weapon

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Through the Amazon, that doesn't 
make sense

GENERAL CASPER
Shit, none of this ever makes 
sense, Washington points and we 
shoot thats all there to it, here 
are the latest photos taken from 
out drones, its no the best but 
infrared shows they are a small 
unit.

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Looks like a handful at most, 
what's the state of play?
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GENERAL CASPER
(Shows photo of a man) this is the 
one they call the farm boy, his 
real name is Santos Santiago, 
Spanish born, educated, Washington 
have a hard on for him, this guy 
orchestrated the termination of a 
lot of the political regime's in 
Mexico last year, now he's 
graduated from blowing people up to 
chemical warfare so that makes him 
a priority, gather what you can, 
Cap. this is a ghost mission, 
track, trace and get to the 
extraction point in one piece.

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Yes sir

Captain strain is walking to the helicopter while TONI and 
TIGGS are loading it up with equipment

TONI
So you popped the big question to 
her yet

TIGGS
When we get back

TONI
You scared T?, why didn't you do it 
already, men are funny ass 
creatures, I don't get it, you've 
been shot, stabbed, done two tours, 
countless missions and you 
stuttering to ask your girl to get 
married

TIGGS
Why do women always look at things 
in a rational way, 
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TONI
Because were smarter, Papi, if you 
don't ask her I will (winks)

TIGGS
You stay away from my woman, woman

TONI
(Laughs) here comes cap, what do 
you think?

TIGGS
From the look of that face,  (they 
both look at each other and say " 
more ammo " at the same time)

Captain STRAIN is heading towards the helicopter and is 
joined by BANKS

BANKS
Cap, what have we got today

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Oh just your everyday terrorist 
who's going to do some stupid shit, 
until shit gets real, this is a 
quick in and out

BANKS
Kinky 

CAPTAIN STRAIN
(Laughs) lets get going

Captain STRAIN gets to the helicopter joining the others

CAPTAIN STRAIN
We all here?

TIGGS
Waiting on Doc

DOC arrives at the helicopter behind TIGGS and scares him
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DOC
Present

TIGGS
Shit DOC you gotta stop doing that

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Ok listen up, we've got a level one 
mission, straight from our chief 
and commander, we drop in, clean 
the house and we leave, pack light.

TONI
Where are we heading?

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Brazil, I want a final weapons 
check and check your packs, Tiggs

TIGGS
Yes Cap

CAPTAIN STRAIN
You popped the question yet?

TONI
He's scared cap

CAPTAIN STRAIN
I don't want to have to fight Toni 
for your girl.

TIGGS
Are shit man (everyone laughs)

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Ok Lets hustle I want wheels up in 
20

THE  HELICOPTER IS AIRBORNE  

SANTOS, PEPE and his men slowly awake, the sun piercing 
brightly through the trees, PEPE looks around at everyone 
else
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PEPE
Where did the old man go?

The Helicopter flies over the Amazon Forest, the team are 
putting on cammo paint, The Helicopter lands in an opening 
and the team makes a quick exit as the helicopter takes off 
and leaves.

CAPTAIN STRAIN
The last know position was north of 
here, Intel says they could be 
heading into the next village, once 
there they can disaster so we have 
to cut them off, two teams, DOC and 
BANKS with me, 10 metres sweep, 
let's move.

TONI
You ready

TIGGS
Lets go

The team are moving quickly through the forest, Radio intel 
relays a message

INTEL
Delta One satellite reads that you 
are closing in approximately 3 
clicks north from current position, 
targets are on the move over.

DOC
Message received, Delta one out. 

Cap looks at DOC who points in the new direction, everyone 
moves.

Fade Out
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THE FIRST KILL

EXT/DAY/ THE FOREST

SANTOS, PEPE and his men are making their way through the 
forest, SANTOS looks at everyone and then continues.

Back at the Military bunker GENERAL CASPER is in the 
operations room

GENERAL CASPER
Bring up the satellite image

RADIO ASSISTANT
Yes sir

GENERAL CASPER watches the infrared image on the monitor of 
his team closing in on the target.

RADIO ASSISTANT
Closing in sir

Toni spots SANTOS and signals the team, CAP STRAIN signals 
for the team to open up clenching his fist then separating 
his fingers wide, the team separate and lower themselves as 
they move in.

SANTOS and PEPE are moving forward with their team

PEPE
Hold on, I need to take a piss

SANTOS
Be quick, I want to be in the town 
before nightfall, this part of the 
jungle is peligroso (dangerous) 

PEPE is up by a tree, he undoes his zipper and begins to 
urinate, BANKS slowly takes out her knife and places her 
rifle on her back, PEPE is letting out sounds of relief as 
BANKS gets closer and covers PEPE'S mouth as she lunges the 
blade into PEPE'S back and then chest bringing the dead body 
to the ground quietly.

SANTOS and the rest of the men continue but then SANTOS 
stops and turns to see if he can see PEPE, he calls out
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SANTOS
Pepe!.... Conyo (fuck) 

Just then the team emerge from the jungle opening fire 
killing everyone, SANTOS is hit in the chest and is laying 
on his back coughing up blood, Captain STRAIN and TIGGS 
stand over the wounded SANTOS who is looking up at the two 
soldiers laughing

SANTOS
You haven't stopped anything amigos 
(friends) you've only just started 
it..

SANTOS smiles fades and he dies

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Gather what you can, TONI document 
it, lets get to that RVP so TIGGS 
can get home and propose

TONI
Never gonna happen Cap

Toni takes pictures of SANTOS and the others, BANKS is 
watching the perimeter with DOC while TIGGS and CAP look at 
the map

TIGGS
We've got about 10 clicks ahead of 
us and in this jungle we might as 
well double that

CAPTAIN STRAIN
You're right, when we get to the 
river we dump our kit, then double 
time it, I'll Call it in.

TIGGS
Sounds good to me, I'll take point

TIGGS sets off ahead of the others
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CAPTAIN STRAIN
Lets wrap this up

TONI
Nearly there, Smile. (Toni takes 
the picture of the dead)

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Delta one to base

RADIO ASSISTANT
Pass your message Delta One

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Target eliminated, on route to 
extraction point A, intel found.

RADIO ASSISTANT
Message received, on route to 
extraction A, Base out.

TONI is checking SANTOS bag and looks at some papers, she 
puts them back in and puts the bag on her back then moves 
out, as does the others going in the direction that TIGGS 
has taken.

TIGGS is ahead and sees some tree loggers coming through, 
TIGGS takes cover and is out of sight, he signals the 
captain and they take action and hide.

The tree loggers (4) are walking and carrying equipment, 
they walk past the soldiers unaware of them being there, one 
of the loggers has headphones on playing music

The radio assistant is watching the thermal images via the 
starlight link with the general overlooking them all

GENERAL CASPER
Who are those? More rebels?

RADIO ASSISTANT
I don't think so sir, it doesn't 
look like they are carrying any 
weapons
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GENERAL CASPER
Check the area and see where they 
could of come from, this area is 
supposed to be clear

RADIO ASSISTANT
Yes sir

As the tree loggers pass the team continue forward towards 
the RVP point

CAPTAIN STRAIN
(Over the radio) All clear just 
some workers passing through

Back at the base the Radio assistant notices something

RADIO ASSISTANT
Sir

GENERAL CASPER
What is it?

RADIO ASSISTANT
The, workers sir they are heading 
for the location, they will see the 
bodies.

GENERAL CASPER
Monitor them, (opens the radio 
communications) Cap

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Sir

GENERAL CASPER
You might be compromised, double 
time out of there

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Affirmative, (hangs up) Ok, dump 
what you don't need, we're ghosting 
this place.

The team start unloading.
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The loggers are 4 meters away from the dead bodies of 
SANTOS, The logger with the headphones on drops a piece of 
equipment, the others continue without him

LOGGER 1
Don't loose any of those bits,I'm 
not getting stuck out here tonight

As they approach closer to the bodies, Base is watching over 
the monitors

RADIO ASSISTANT
They are there sir

GENERAL CASPER
What are they doing?

The Loggers look down in horror at the dead bodies, as they 
bend down the finger of SANTOS twitches

(Covert text to brazilian)

LOGGER 1
What the fuck happened to these 
guys

LOGGER 2
Properly drug dealers look at the 
guns, 

LOGGER 3
Lets check their pockets

Out of the corner out of sight the soldier that was killed 
while urinating runs out screaming (zombie) and Jumps onto 
one of the loggers, the noise awakens the other Zombies and 
they attack, Screams echo the forest.

BANKS
Did you hear that

Base is watching the loggers thermal image disappear within 
seconds, the general is confused and in a panic
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GENERAL CASPER
Where did they go?

RADIO ASSISTANT
I don't know sir, 3 just 
disappeared, there is the other one 
doing something on the floor

GENERAL CASPER
Check the feed, the others have to 
be there

RADIO ASSISTANT2
Feed is good sir, look our men are 
still out there (points to thermal 
image of the captain and team)

GENERAL CASPER
Get me a drone, I want eyes on that 
location.

The Zombies have now risen and have added to their herd with 
the loggers. They stand still moaning and groaning waiting 
for a sound to draw them too.

Logger 4 who has headphones up picks up the pieces, unaware 
what has transpired he talks out loud as his music continues 
to play

LOGGER 4
I got all the bolts

Logger 4 looks at the direction of his team who are now 
zombies with the rest, they scream and charge towards the 
logger, the logger drops everything and runs away screaming 
as he is chased

RADIO ASSISTANT
He's on the move sir

GENERAL CASPER
How long for a visual
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RADIO ASSISTANT
Why is he running?

RADIO ASSISTANT2
Visual coming up now sir

The drone flies over the location where the logger is 
running, Base can see the horde chains but can't make out 
what they are. The logger continues to scream and the horde 
close in, the logger trips and falls, he looks back in fear 
at the monstrous sight.

Just as he thinks it is over bust shots are fired over him, 
its BANKS shooting at the herd, she sees SANTOS amongst them

BANKS
What the fuck

The rest of the team open fire, but the shots are just 
slowing them down as a head shot is what will only kill 
them, BANKS tries to help the logger up but is pounced onto 
by a zombie the logger screams out as he is bitten, BANKS 
opens fire again

BANKS
Why won't these things die!

TIGGS
Keep firing!

TONI
I'm out!

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Let's move!

DOC is out of ammo and takes out a side arm and shoots the 
approaching zombie in the head which works, as he watches 
the Zombie die that he shot another one comes from another 
side and bites DOC on the arm

The logger who was bitten turns and scratches BANKS as he 
reaches out to attack her, BANKS responds with open fire
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BANKS
FUCK!

CAPTAIN STRAIN
MOVE! MOVE! MOVE!

The team run through the forest with a horde of zombies on 
the chase

TIGGS
The river is ahead

TONI
What the fuck was those things, 
they just keep coming

As they are running the general is watching the thermal 
image race through the woods, the team get to the edge of 
the forest where the river starts, Cap turns around to see 
the horde still on their back, Cap jumps into the river and 
the team follow as the horde arrive at the edge and follow 
by jumping in but have no control over the current as they 
cannot swim and the river takes them away as the team begin 
to swim over to the other side, DOC turns to seethe two 
remaining zombies on the bank as the rest of the zombies are 
washed away, on the bank stand SANTOS and PEPE twitching and 
moaning, suddenly a sound of children laughing draws them 
away and they run back into the forest.

The team drag themselves onto the bank exhausted.

Cap looks up at the River as the last zombie is dragged away 
by the current.

Fade out

RVP

EXT/DAT/ OTHER SIDE OF THE RIVER

The team have gathered their breath and are looking at each 
other with uncertainty 
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CAPTAIN STRAIN
I know some shit just went down, I 
don't know what it was all I know 
what we did

TIGGS
What did we do? Did will kill the 
target? Huh, did we? Cos that 
motherfucker looked alive and 
kicking to me

BANKS
I know for sure that one that I 
took out, he was dead,

TONI
So what was that, drugs

DOC
I don't care what drugs you are on 
I emptied a whole magazine into 
them and they kept coming

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Toni let me see those pictures, 
Doc, get on the comms and see where 
we are

TIGGS
I know this we are off course

DOC
Cap, the radio is dead

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Ok, Tiggs, find us away out of 
this, everyone do an ammo count

TONI
Heres the pictures cap, just as I 
said, we did our job, that out 
there I don't know, I've never seen 
anything like it, have you?
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CAPTAIN STRAIN
No. Let's stay sharp, move as one 
and let's get out of here. Tiggs 
what are we looking at?

TIGGS
Crossing the river added 10 clicks, 
were going to go in one big circle 
to get back to where we need to be, 
we won't make it cap, 

CAPTAIN STRAIN
We're going to have to make it, if 
we don't its a long walk home back 
to base.

The team begin to move through the jungle, DOC notice the 
deep wound on BANKS hand

DOC
What happened?

BANKS
That worker we saved grabbed onto 
me, nearly tore my arm off

DOC
Here, clean it with this ( hands 
her water )

BANKS
Thanks Doc

DOC
One of those things, bit me as 
well. I thought it was strange

BANKS
What, what was strange?

DOC
Well, when we took them all out, we 
left their weapons, why didn't they 
come at us with those, they could 
off killed us straight away, but 
they didn't.
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BANKS
What do you think DOC, I mean 
you're professional opinion because 
I've never seen anything like that, 
I've seen some crazy shit but 
nothing like that.

DOC
I don't think they were all there, 
it's like they were dead, I know 
they were dead because we took them 
out, but then this, I don't know, 
Id even say they were....

TIGGS
Hold up

CAPTAIN STRAIN
What is it?

TIGGS
There's an opening, this isn't on 
the map

The team come across an empty village

TONI
Where is everyone?

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Tiggs, which way through, were not 
stopping

TIGGS
This way 

The team slowly walk through the deserted village watching 
from all angles for any sign of life, all of a sudden a dog 
barks (or monkey shrieks) everyone aims at the animal with 
anticipation

DOC
Fucking dog (animal)

As the lower their guns to proceed a small horde ( the 
villagers ) run out screeching towards them, the team open 
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fire instantly at the horde

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Let's move!

TIGGS lets the team back into the jungle, TONI cover fires 
and then follows as she is being chased by the remainder of 
the horde.

The Horde are closing in on the team, DOC drops a grenade to 
slow them down, the grenade explodes but has little impact

CAPTAIN STRAIN
How much further 

TIGGS
We should be there

While running Cap looks up and sees the drone

CAPTAIN STRAIN
COME ON! MOVE IT!

The team come out of the jungle onto an empty runway

TONI
Where the fuck are they

The sounds of the horde increases, CAP looks at his team

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Open fire as soon as you see them 
things

Everyone takes aim

The sound of the helicopter approaching takes their 
attention as it lands.

The horde breach out of the jungle and TIGGS opens fire

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Get to the Bird (get to the 
chopper)
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TIGGS
Im out

TONI
Get out of here I'll cover

DOC and BANKS get on board

HELICOPTER PILOT
What the fuck is going on

TIGGS is approaching the helicopter

CAPTAIN STRAIN
TONI get going

TONI
We go together

Cap runs out of bullets and goes to the hand gun

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Let's go!

CAP and TONI make a run for the helicopter with a horde 
behind them and TIGGS in front of them

Out of the blue SANTOS pounces onto TIGGS and starts ripping 
him apart ripping the flesh from his neck, EVERYONE SCREAMS 
CAP unloads his gun into SANTOS as the horde still advances, 
CAP looks at TIGGS as he boards the helicopter, TONI DOC & 
BANKS continue to lay down fire as the helicopter takes off, 
CAP is staring at TIGGS, all of a sudden TIGGS rises and 
looks up at the helicopter as a zombie and screeches out at 
it as it disappears.

CUT INTO HELICOPTER

Everyone is looking at each other in silence, the pilot 
hands the radio to cap
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HELICOPTER PILOT
You're wanted sir

GENERAL CASPER
Status captain

CAPTAIN STRAIN
We lost one sir

GENERAL CASPER
I'm sorry Cap, I don't know what 
happened out there

CAPTAIN STRAIN
You and me both sir

GENERAL CASPER
Come in for a debrief, we need to 
know what we are dealing with, 
how's the rest of the team

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Cuts and scapes sir. Sir, I think 
it's some kind of infection going 
on.

GENERAL CASPER
We're sending in a special team to 
oversea any infection, agencies 
have been notified, see you when 
you land, out.

CAP sits back and looks at the rest of his team who all look 
upset, demotivated and battered. DOC is sweating

TONI
Hey DOC you ok there

DOC
Yeah, just a bit....

DOC passes out, CAP and the team attend to him loosening his 
clothes ( the bite on his arm has turned black )
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CAPTAIN STRAIN
Get us to base

EVACUATE THE BASE

EXT/DAY/CENTRAL BASE

The Helicopter lands and a medical team rush over to assist, 
the put DOC on a stretcher and take him away

TONI
I'll go with him

CAP gives TONI the nod, CAP looks at BANKS

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Go sort yourself out, DOC will be 
ok

BANKS
What about TIGGS, we need to bring 
his body back.

CAPTAIN STRAIN
We can sort that out after, go and 
look after yourself

BANKS gives cap a smile as she walks off, the general 
approaches out of the bunker towards CAP

GENERAL CASPER
You in one piece son

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Barely sir

GENERAL CASPER
I saw what went down, Any intel to 
what were dealing with

CAPTAIN STRAIN
I've never seen anything like this 
sir, they move like a pack, a swarm 
even and when they come they don't 
stop, bullets only slow them down 
unless its a headshot
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GENERAL CASPER
How did this spread so quickly?

RADIO ASSISTANT
(Over speakers) General Casper 
report to the control centre, 
General Casper report to the 
control centre

GENERAL CASPER
Come with me. 

The general and Cap head into the control centre

RADIO ASSISTANT2
They've just arrived sir

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Who?

GENERAL CASPER
Clean up team cap, we've sent them 
in with the Brazilian military for 
assistance, we don't want an 
international crisis on our hands, 
we go in, clear the infection, any 
that survive we can find out what 
we're dealing with, the pentagon 
want it, it could be the game 
changer.

CAPTAIN STRAIN
This isn't something you can 
contain sir, get them all out of 
there and destroy the whole area,

GENERAL CASPER
Not my call, and as much as I 
agree, these are the orders, they 
point and we pull.

At the location RVP point (watched via the live feed) the 
clean up team move in towards the zombies who are dormant 
and just standing and waiting
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GENERAL CASPER
Why aunt they attacking?

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Sound, they're attracted to sight 
and sound

Suddenly over a loud speaker the military announce 
themselves

MILLITARY
The is the United States military 

The sound sound over the speaker makes the Zombies react, 
they turn to the military screaming and spitting blood and 
attack, 

MILLITARY
Fuck, open fire 

As the Military open fire more zombies come out of another 
part of the forest and overwhelm the military, screams and 
random gun shots echo out as the General watch

GENERAL CASPER
Its out of control, its like a 
plague, the infection is 
accelerating, we need to clear this 
base

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Wait, we need to know how all of 
those people could of been infected 
from the time we got out of there 
to now

RADIO ASSISTANT
Could be through the water system 
sir

CAPTAIN STRAIN
How, we... the river that we 
crossed where does that lead to?
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RADIO ASSISTANT
Let me check now sir

The radio assistant brings up a map 

RADIO ASSISTANT
This is where you crossed sir, the 
river flows then splits up, passing 
through these two main villages

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Bring up the thermal image of the 
village

RADIO ASSISTANT
Rerouting, stand by......... 
Nothing sir, it's empty.

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Just like the one we came across, 
take me back tot he RVP point

The picture comes back from the ambush, one of the jeeps has 
managed to escape and is making its way back to base with 
the horde running and chasing, the soldiers in the Jeep are 
injured through bites ( shot of the arm while driving , see 
teeth marks), one of them is on the 50 cal machine gun and 
lays down firepower as they try to escape.

SOLDIER DRIVING
Hit them motherfuckers up

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
What the fuck are they J , they 
keep coming, go faster

The soldier fires the last of the rounds

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
I'M OUT!

SOLDIER DRIVING
Hold on.
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RADIO ASSISTANT2
Where are they going?

GENERAL CASPER
They're bringing them back here

RADIO ASSISTANT
Sir, what were those things?

CAPTAIN STRAIN
The dead, I think, I don't know, 
SIR! We can't just leave like this

GENERAL CASPER
We have to, we can do more from 
another location, Ive notified the 
Brazilian forces about the 
situation, they will make the next 
call, if it doesn't work we will 
stop in, for now we need to go, get 
your team and pack what you need 
were wheels up in 30 minutes.

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Yes sir

Captain Strain heads out and gathers the rest of his team, 
He finds TONI first, TONI is in the bathroom crying about 
TIGGS letting her emotions out, CAP hears her and gently 
knocks, TONI pulls herself together

TONI
Yeah

CAPTAIN STRAIN
You good

TONI
I'm good

TONI opens the bathroom door

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Listen we need to get BANKS and DOC 
were shutting this place down, 
wheels up in 30
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TONI
Why, what's happen

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Get to the plane, I'll meet you 
there

TONI
I'll get BANKS I know where she is

CAPTAIN STRAIN
I'll get DOC

Cap walks across the mess hall where all the soldiers are 
watching the news about BRAZIL being over ran with violence 
and madness (the base alarm is activated and all the 
soldiers head out to the runway) TONI is brushing past 
soldiers going the opposite way, TONI catches up to BANKS 
who has collapsed on her bunk, TONI sees her and rushes to 
her aid, BANKS has a temperature and is sweating as TONI 
turns her over

TONI
Shit, Come on we gotta go, SHIT 
BANKS what's up

BANKS
I don't know

TONI
You're shivering, come on get up, 
were going home

TONI picks up BANKS and they head out of the door, they are 
on the runway heading to wards a plane (shouting at they are 
close to the roaring aircraft)

TONI
WE GOTTA WAIT FOR CAP

BANKS
WHERE ARE THEY!
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TONI
HE SHOULD BE HERE!

A soldier on the opening of the plane shouts down to TONI

SOLDIER
WE"VE ONLY GOT ROOM FOR ONE MORE

TONI
You get on, I'll go back for cap, 
ill meet you back home ok

BANKS
Don't miss that flight

TONI
I won't

The soldier at the opening helps BANKS onto the plane then 
closes up, the plane heads for the runway and TONI heads 
back into the base, several more planes are taking off as 
well as helicopters, TONI sees the GENERAL as she runs back 
towards the base

GENERAL CASPER
Where are you going solider

TONI
Sir, CAPTAIN STRAIN is in the 
medical with DOC

GENERAL CASPER
The place has been swept, its 
empty, he must be on the plane, 
come on, thats an order soldier 
lets go

TONI and the GENERAL head for the plane just as the 
approaching jeep smashes through the security gates followed 
by the massive horde 

SOLDIER
We can't hold on for that long sir
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GENERAL CASPER
I'm not leaving anyone behind, 
start the engines and get the bay 
open.

SOLDIER
Yes sir

The GENERAL and TONI get onto the plane

CUT TO MEDICAL WARD

DOC is in a secured room attending his wound, his eyes are 
starting to become bloodshot red, CAP is standing at the 
door

CAPTAIN STRAIN
DOC what is it?

DOC
I don't know I think I'm infected, 
one of those things bit me, I.... I 
just thought it was a bite

GENERAL CASPER
Lets get on the plane, we can deal 
with it when we land

DOC
NO! I can t risk it, I could infect 
everyone

GENERAL CASPER
You don't know that, from what 
we've seen is that only when you 
die you come back, it might be just 
what you said, an infection

DOC
I can't cap, leave without me, I'll 
be ok, I'll secure myself in, I 
need to try
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GENERAL CASPER
DOC, I've already lost TIGGS, I'm 
not loosing anyone else.

DOC
You know its the right choice CAP, 
let me stay

CAP pauses and sighs

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Ok.....ok

DOC smiles

DOC
It will be ok

GENERAL CASPER
I know

CAP sucker punches DOC and knocks him out, he grabs the 
medical bag and carries DOC out of the base into the open, 
CAP sees the plane slowly moving as the approaching jeep 
comes in, TONI looks to and sees CAP carrying DOC running 
for the plane, the jeep enters the cargo door and comes to a 
stop

GENERAL CASPER
Lets let out of here

TONI
Wait general, CAPS out there

The general looks at the approaching horde and looks at TONI

GENERAL CASPER
They won't make it

TONI jumps into the jeep and puts it into reverse and backs 
out of the plane

SOLDIER
Sir
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GENERAL CASPER
Lay cover fire, and pray they get 
back

The soldiers lay cover fire as TONI drives high speed to 
CAP, the horde have split and some are chasing the jeep, the 
jeep pulls up to CAP and they jump in and pull away with 
haste, TONI heads towards the no sped up plane

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Thought you was gone 

TONI
You know I'd never leave you baby

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Promises promises, Hey whenever 
you're ready I would mind getting 
on the plane now

TONI
Next stop MIAMI

Toni revs the car up into the cargo as the plane accelerates 
and the cargo doors close, the plane takes off, the General 
is waiting with some soldiers, CAP addresses the soldiers

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Take DOC, and get him comfortable

GENERAL CASPER
Cutting it close son

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Sorry sir

CAPTAIN STRAIN
And you (dressing TONI)

TONI
Yes sir

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Who taught you how to drive like 
that? Good recovery soldier
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TONI
Thank you sir, Cap I'm going to 
check on DOC

CAPTAIN STRAIN
(Nods at TONI) what's our orders 
sir.

GENERAL CASPER
Where heading to DC, it seems this 
thing is international

CAPTAIN STRAIN
What do you mean, global

GENERAL CASPER
Yes, its at a pandemic stage, 
apparently SANTOS as been infecting 
everyone on a global level creating 
the equivalent of sleeper cells all 
over the place, everywhere's been 
hit CAP, the first place was South 
Korea I'm guessing those arsehole 
wanted to start a war against north 
and south knowing it would trigger 
this infection 

CAPTAIN STRAIN
So what's in the east

GENERAL CASPER
The world health organisation are 
on the U.S.S ARGUS trying to figure 
out what's going on right now, our 
job is to take back the city, state 
by state and take back this great 
country of ours, I just hope they 
find out something or there will be 
no alternative left.

CUT TO CAP SEEING   TONI
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CAPTAIN STRAIN
How is he

TONI
He's out of it, burning up

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Strap him in

TONI
What's happening, what's going on?

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Were heading to DC

TONI
Not Miami, why?

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Miami is gone, DC is all that is 
left, we're regrouping all the 
units there, its out last stand.

The plane enters American airspace, the city is full of 
smoke like war has already broken out, Helicopters are 
leaving the city and the plane passes over

Fade out.

COACH STATION

EXT/NIGHT/DC airport

The military cargo plane lands and a horde of zombies are 
alerted and swarm towards the aircraft, the general 
addresses the soldiers who are already to go.

GENERAL CASPER
Our objective is to get to the 
capital, we have Units all on 
standby, ammo is low so conserve 
it, I need a path cleared, and 
transport located, there's no one 
here to hold our hands through this 
one.
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CAPTAIN STRAIN
Theres a bus coach at the end of 
the terminal, we could use those

GENERAL CASPER
Get it done

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Toni, you're with me, you?

SOLDIER DRIVING
Yes sir

CAPTAIN STRAIN
I need another driver

SOLDIER DRIVING
If it has a wheel I'm behind it

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
I'm with you

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Ok well were going to need a 
distraction and cover fire layer 
down until we get to the terminal

GENERAL CASPER
You let us deal with that, you just 
get ready when you see the signal

Cap turns to his small team who are ready to go

CAPTAIN STRAIN
We're only going to move at one 
speed, mine, these things react to 
sound and sight, so the less noise 
the better, now I don't know what's 
waiting in that airport.

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Sir I dumped a 50 cal on them all 
day, they wasn't stopping for gas
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CAPTAIN STRAIN
Head shots only. everything else 
will just get you killed.

Captain and his team are standing by a separate door, on the 
outside the plane is surrounded as more zombies run over, 
the general radios the pilot

GENERAL CASPER
Coast forward and dump the fuel

PILOT
Affirmative sir

The plane slowly moves forward dumping fuel all over the 
zombies, the shuts it off, the general opens the bay door 
and fires a flare gun towards the petrol doused zombies 
igniting them all, as the zombie horde begin to burn Cap and 
his team exit the plane via a side door, they quickly 
Hanover towards the airport, one of the burning zombies sees 
them and runs o er to them, The soldier takes aim and with a 
single shot to the head kills the zombie, the unit make it 
to the airport using everything they can to hide behind, one 
of the terminal gates are left open, Cap leads with his body 
pressed to the wall, they slowly make it into the waiting 
lounge where several zombies are standing dormant, Cap takes 
a quick look and counts them off, he turns to Toni and holds 
up his fingers indication 5.

Toni takes out her pistol wit a silencer on it and steps in 
front of Cap and takes a look at where the zombies are 
located, the closest one to her she shoots in the back of 
the head, the zombies falls to the floor dead, another 
zombie twitches as a reaction, as Toni puts her head out 
again the twitching zombie sees Toni and lets out a screech, 
Toni kills it with a head shot but the other zombies have 
now bee alerted and run to attach Toni, Toni kills one more 
as she goes to kill the last one her pistol jams, the zombie 
is a step away when a shot rings out fired from the soldier 
and kills the zombie, the sound of the shot alerts all the 
zombies in the airport, Toni looks at the soldier in shock 
and fear.
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CAPTAIN STRAIN
LETS MOVE!

The horde are coming running down terminals as the unit are 
Making their way to the coach station

SOLDIER DRIVING
Shit they're coming

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Keep moving

TONI
This way

SOLDIER DRIVING
How do you know

TONI
The signs

The unit pass a coach sign as the horde speeds up behind 
them screaming and screeching.

As the run to the door which leads to the coach station, CAP 
sees the lock on the door and fires at it while running , 
shooting the lock off, the unit crash through into the coach 
terminal, one of the soldiers closes the doors and secures 
it, the horde crash into the doors with force

SOLDIER DRIVING
It's not going to hold, we need to 
get the fuck out of here

CAPTAIN STRAIN
We will need to take two coaches, 
lets move

The two soldiers ran over to one coach while CAP and TONI to 
the other CAP opens the door while TONI enters and checks 
the bus while CAP gets into the drivers seat

TONI
Clear!

CAP looks over to the other team who have just breached the 
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bus 

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Come on, move 

THE main door to the coach station explodes open with the 
horde ploughing through in to the coach station, suddenly 
gun fire erupts from the other coach as the female soldier 
opens fire down the bus aisle killing a zombie, the other 
soldier is in the driver seat, he starts the engine, as he 
does he coughs up blood, the infection from the bite is now 
kicking in, The two coaches leave the bus station with CAP 
following behind beings chased by a horde on their way to 
the runway.

As the coaches hit the tarmac the general can see them 
approaching as well as the horde following

GENERAL CASPER
We Move as one, don't make me come 
back for anyone of you.

SOLDIES
Sir yes sir

GENERAL CASPER
Corporal were going to have to load 
what we can, secure the plane as we 
leave

CORPORAL
Ok give me two lines, suppress 
fire, lets get the job done

The coaches stop infant of the plane, the cap coach opens up 
and one team gets on board while cover fire is laid

The General notices the other coach door isn't open and the 
troops are waiting to get on as the horde approaches, the 
troops start banging on the coach door
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SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Open the door man

The driver is sitting still and not moving, the other 
soldier approaches slowly raising her rifle

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
J, you ok bro!

J (the driver) has turned to a zombie, he pounces out of his 
 seat and sees the other soldier and without hesitation goes 
for her, she lifts up the barrel of the rifle and shoots 

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Sorry baby (shot)

The bus door finally opens and the rest of the troops get on 
just in time, both coaches are packed and head out of the 
airport towards the centre with the horde constantly 
following, the general is in the same coach as cap

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Any word from base

GENERAL CASPER
The last transmission was that they 
were holding them off but by 
looking out here this isn't looking 
good and were loosing light, 

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Were not going to make it before 
dark and the lights on this coach 
will only attract them

GENERAL CASPER
You forgot your basic training son, 
no lights. We don't stop.

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Sir yes sir

Cap goes on the bus radio to the other coach
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CAPTAIN STRAIN
You receiving

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Yes sir

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Hows everyone on there

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
All accounted for sire, except 
Jose, he didn't make sir

CAPTAIN STRAIN
I'm sorry, He was a good soldier

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
The best sir

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Listen were going in blind, no 
lights, stay close ok

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Affirmative sir

The two coaches slow down and drive throughout the night 
avoiding hiding the brakes as well as they make their way to 
base camp.

CUT TO ARRIVING AT THE BASE AT NIGHT.

HQ

EXT/NIGHT/DC BASE HQ

The two coaches have stopped outside off the base, 
everything is black with no visual movement.

 CAPTAIN STRAIN
Its to quiet
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GENERAL CASPER
Ok, well we have two options, wait 
it out on the bus until sunlight 
but be exposed in the day or we go 
in, and do a bit of recon

SOLDIER
Maybe they're just asleep

SOLDIER2
Yeah, dead tired

CAPTAIN STRAIN
recon it is, not that it makes a 
difference, were running low on 
gas, we would get more than a block 
sir

The second bus doors opens and the (soldier 50 cal) makes 
her way cautiously over to the bus and taps the glass, CAP 
opens the door

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Sir

CAPTAIN STRAIN
We're going in, (looks at her) you 
good?

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Permission to take a high ground 
for cover

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Good call

GENERAL CASPER
Soldier

SOLDIER
Sir

GENERAL CASPER
Take the comes and go with her
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SOLDIER
Yes sir

TONI comes to the front of the coach and looks at CAP

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
In position sir 

GENERAL CASPER
Lets move

The soldier on the roof has her rifle overlooking with 
another soldier who has binoculars also looking

SOLDIER
Doesn't look like anyone is home

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
They wouldn't up and leave, this is 
the last hold

SOLDIER
Maybe they had to, hold up, I have 
movement (on the radio) Standby

The general stops as does the unit

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Where?

SOLDIER
2 o'clock 

Through the scope we see shadows moving across a window in a 
dark room, the soldier gets back on the radio to update

SOLDIER
Movement to the west

GENERAL CASPER
Friendly or hostile
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SOLDIER
Unable to identify sir, just 
movement in a room, no lights on

GENERAL CASPER
Lets move

The unit lead by the GENERAL move forward, they move forward 
through the deserted base

TONI
I don't like this

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Stay sharp

The GENERAL approaches the door

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Here we go (clicks the scope 
settings)

SOLDIER
Shit

The GENERAL knocks on the door, the shadow stops by the 
window

SOLDIER
Shit

The GENERAL slowly goes for the handle to open the door, as 
his hand slowly approaches the door flies open knocking the 
GENERAL down as the horde of infected soldiers exit and 
begin attacking, The GENERAL is set upon and ripped to 
pieces as the rest of the unit open fire and look for 
safety, the noise echos the night and alerts another horde 
outside of the base.

On the roof cover is being laid, but the sound of the rifle 
is attracting another Horde, the soldier with the binoculars

Sees two separate hordes, one coming for the building they 
are on the roof a and the base
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SOLDIER
They're coming

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
You got my 6

SOLDIER
I got you

The soldier grabs a machine gun, and gets it ready putting 
and extra magazine, handgun and smoke grenade next to it

The horde breach the building and storm up the stairs to the 
roof, the soldier on the 50 cal is still laying down cover 
as the unit in the base are heading to a bunker located on 
the other side while being chased by the military horde.

The outer horde is approaching the HQ the SOLDIER on the 50 
cal sees them approaching fast, she has an idea to shoot at 
the fuel tanks on the bus as they approach, she aims, the 
door to the roof bursts open the soldier opens fire at the 
door holding the horde off

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Just a few more seconds

The SOLDIER uses up the 2 magazines and reverts to the hand 
gun. He takes out the smoke grenade and throws it

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Come on, come on.....Take this 
motherfuckers

The SOLDIER takes the shot and the coaches explode taking 
out the horde.

The SOLDIER on the roof takes his last shot as the HORDE 
emerge from the smoke, the SOLDIER takes out his knife, he 
looks down at the 50 CAL SOLDIER and winks with a smile, 
then turns and runs towards the horde with only his knife 
drawn.

Using the smoke as cover the 50CAL SOLDIER hides out of 
site.
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In the base compound the explosion distracts a few of the 
horde who are still chasing the unit, a few of the soldiers 
are set upon and infected also turning them, the rest of the 
unit make it into the bunker, then close and lock the steel 
door behind them and aim their guns in front unaware what 
lays ahead

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Anyone injured

TONI
I'm good

SOLDIER
I'm good sir

SOLDIER2
Me to

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Lets move

TONI
Where are we going?

CAPTAIN STRAIN
We need to get a signal out, and 
see who else is out there, we can't 
be the last ones.

TONI
Were not, BANKS is still out there

CAPTAIN STRAIN
She was infected like DOC was, we 
have to presume the worst, but if 
I'm wrong she will hear the call, 
we need to find the comms room

SOLDIER
Sir, what if we are the last ones, 
what's the contingency?
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CAPTAIN STRAIN
We get out of here and head for the 
USS ARGUS and get back into the 
fight

SOLDIER2
Those things are fast sir

They find the communications room

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Send out a broadcast, lets see who 
is out there

The soldier gets on the radio and broadcasts out CAP and 
TONI head back out and check the rest of the bunker

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Lets see if we can get some 
transportation 

TONI
I'll check for supplies, hey CAP, 
we walking out of this one

CAPTAIN STRAIN
10 toes down

TONI smiles as they part and go different ways.

The soldier on the roof with the 50 CAL is still hiding 
behind a generator, she takes a quick look at the situation 
and sees 3 zombies on the roof of which one is the soldier 
that was with her (pan to the staircase still occupied with 
zombies showing there is no way out), she mutters shit to 
herself and gets back into cover, she slowly checks how many 
rounds she has in the magazine and sees its only one shell 
left, She edges forward to the edge to see how far the drop 
is, as she does the rubble under her feet makes a slight 
noise which makes the zombies twitch and turn its head. The 
soldier draws her handgun and prays, just as she musters the 
confidence to make her move the radio of the zombie soldier 
goes off
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SOLDIER
Mayday Mayday is anyone receiving

The horde on the roof react to the zombie soldier with the 
radio and attach, all the zombies on the staircase make 
their way up to the roof, female soldier looks and sees 
there is no more coming up from the stairs to the roof and 
makes her move towards the door, as she does she is seen by 
one of the zombies, the soldier closes the door behind her 
just in time as the horde on the roof pound at the door, the 
soldier makes her way down and out and cautiously heads to 
the base.

The soldier in the communication room makes contact with a 
group.

JASON
Hello. Can you hear me

SOLDIER
Identify yourself 

JASON
My name is Jason

SOLDIER
Whats your location and situation 
Jason

JASON
We're downtown, locked in the 
cinema, we need help, we have 
wounded and sick and we're low on 
everything, are you with the 
military

SOLDIER
Yes sir, don't worry we will come 
and get you, is there anyone else 
your in communications with

JASON
No, there's no one left, this city 
is dead
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SOLDIER
Ok standby

CAP heads into the back where there is a military truck, CAP 
puts his rifle to the side and checks the truck, the keys 
are in the ignition, he closes the door and heads back 
around, out of nowhere a zombie comes out, CAP moves quickly 
and slams the truck door into its face and runs for his 
rifle, as he grabs it and turns to shoot the zombie is 
already there and pounces on him knocking the rifle out of 
his hands. They wrestle on the floor with the zombie 
constantly trying to bite CAP, CAP lets out a frustrating 
scream and twists the neck of the zombie killing it, the 
Zombie lays on the ground twitching as CAP gasps for breath, 
CAP gets up onto his feet, he walks over to pick up his 
rifle as he bends down the zombie gets back up and stands 
behind CAP, CAP turns around and the zombie pounces onto 
CAP , CAP raises his arm and is bitten as he blocks him, he 
kicks the zombie off him and shoots it in the head, at this 
moment TONI hears the shot and bursts into the room to see 
CAP

TONI
You ok there?

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Yeah just sneaky mother fucker, you 
have any luck?

TONI
Party favourites all available. 
Does she run (ref the truck)

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Yeah, lets load her up and get out 
of here

TONI
I'll check with comms and see if 
he's picked up anything

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Ok, I'll be with you in a minute
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Toni walks off, CAP waits until she is out of sight and 
reaches into his shirt and blood is on his hand

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Fuck

CAP looks at the zombie on the floor.

In the comms room the soldier and Toni look tense as CAP 
comes in

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Whats going on?

TONI
Listen to this

SOLDIER
They're levelling the city

CAPTAIN STRAIN
What are they dropping

TONI
The only thing that can wipe these 
motherfuckers out

SOLDIER
Anyone listening have two hours to 
get to the harbour and out of the 
blast zone

CAPTAIN STRAIN
So we better mover now

TONI
Yeah but we have a problem

CAPTAIN STRAIN
What

SOLDIER
We have a group of civilians stuck 
in a cinema four blocks away, and 
to get through theses streets with 
those things around is going to be 

(MORE)
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impossible

Suddenly the radio goes off with an urgency on the radio

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Open the door I'm coming in hot

An the CCTV the soldier is running while a horde is running 
after her, CAP makes a run for the bunker door and gets 
there in time to open it for her and slam it shut as the 
horde slam against the door, the soldier gasps for air and 
looks at CAP as she's panting trying to catch her breath.

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Hey

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Welcome back

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Good to be back

The soldier hunched over catching her breath looks up at CAP 
and smiles but notices the wound but says nothing.

Fade out

THE PLAN

INT/DAY/The Bunker

CAP, TONI and the two other soldiers are loading up the 
truck, CAP looks at his watch, (the 50 cal soldier) is 
watching CAP, TONI loads up the last bag and the other 
soldier gets behind the wheel.

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Lets go, time isn't our friend

TONI
Here comes the shit storm

The soldier starts up the truck and they head out of the 
bunker crashing out running over the horde outside, the 
other horde see the truck and begin running after it as it 
makes its way across the base exiting pass the two burnt out 
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coaches, CAP gets onto the radio

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Calling out to JASON are you 
recieving

JASON
Pass your message 

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Were coming in hot, I'm going to 
need you to get everyone that can 
move ready to go

TONI
Hate to state the obvious CAP but 
what about those

TONI looks at the horde thats still chasing, the soldier 
with the 50 CAL walks to the back of the truck with a make 
shift bomb made from grenades strapped together, TONI looks 
at the bomb

TONI
Sir I like this one, can I keep 
her? (Laughs)

50 CAL drops the bomb as they pass a truck, the grenades lay 
under the fuel tank and explode wiping out a large amount of 
the horde, The truck manoeuvres in and out of left wrecked 
cars, but the pile ups congest the rest of the way.

SOLDIER
Sir we can't get through

CAPTAIN STRAIN
How far away are we

SOLDIER
At least two more blocks

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Turn this truck around and get 
ready to move when I come back
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SOLDIER
You can't go on foot sir, thats 
suicide

CAPTAIN STRAIN
We don't have a choice, either we 
move out or we leave them to die, 
and I don't want to loose anyone 
else, do you? 

TONI
Lets move

CAP, TONI and 50 CAL soldier exit the truck as the driver 
turns the truck around for the quick exit, CAP and the unit 
move in and out of the wrecked and stationed cars.

The driver can see the horde approaching, he slowly slides 
down into the chair out of sight as the horde pass the 
truck.

The Unit are moving closer to the cinema, taking out 
approaching zombies 

TONI
There, I can see it

The all look over and see the cinema ahead, CAP take out the 
radio as they push forward

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Were coming in, have that door 
ready 

JASON
You got it

Jason looks at two of the people he is with

JASON
Lets get going

The unit make it through the wrecked cars and sprint towards 
the cinema, running and shooting at the same time, as they 
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approach the cinema door opens and Jason is there with his 
shotgun laying cover as the unit get into the cinema, the 
door shuts. The soldier in the truck sees the unit enter the 
cinema through the reflection of the wing mirror as he 
remains hidden, in the cinema Jason introduces himself.

JASON
That was close, you must have had a 
angel on your 6 this time around

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Yeah how do you figure

JASON
(Pulls the trigger) that was my 
last slug

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Well I'm glad you didn't waste it

JASON
No sir

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Are you Jason

JASON
Yes sir, and these two are PABLO 
and TERRY, the rest of them are 
upstairs

TONI
Listen Jason, before we go in, has 
anyone been bitten

JASON
Not that I know off

PABLO
Lauren I think was bitten

TONI
You think or you know
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PABLO
I don't know

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
Is she running a fever

PABLO
Is, I mean yeah she's burning up

The unit all look at each other

CAPTAIN STRAIN
How many mortar in there

JASON
Including us, all together seven

TONI
It's going to be tight CAP

JASON
What do you mean, where's the rest 
of you guys

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
There is no rest of us, this is it

TERRY
What do you mean, where the Army

CAPTAIN STRAIN
It's all gone, and in 45 minutes 
everything else will be gone to

JASON
What do you mean

TONI
They're nuking the city

CAPTAIN STRAIN
You two (PABLO and TERRY) need to 
round up your people and we need to 
move, bring nothing but your arse, 
TONI find us another route out of 
here, were going to need a 

(MORE)
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diversion

JASON
What do you want me to do

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Take me to the wounded one

JASON
We put her is the first aid room to 
make her feel more comfortable

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Listen, I'm going to be honest with 
you, she's infected and son she 
will turn into one of those things, 
she can't come with us

JASON
But we can just leave her like that 
man

CAPTAIN STRAIN
I know, its a fucking raw deal, Get 
it, I've lost people to but I can't 
afford to loose anymore, don't 
worry I will deal with it.

JASON
I think its better that I do it

CAPTAIN STRAIN
You sure

JASON
Yeah

CAP takes out his fire arm and hands it to JASON

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Make it quick and painless

JASON takes the gun and looks at CAP as he turns away.

JASON stands outside of the door, he braves a smile then 
walks in, LAUREN opens her eyes and sees JASON and smiles
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LAUREN
HI

JASON
Hey, how you feeling

LAUREN
Everything hurts and I'm constantly 
thirsty, look at arms

JASON looks at LAURENS arms and sees the veins have turned 
black

JASON
Don't worry about that, have some 
water and I'll get you some food, I 
think we have a hotdog left

LAUREN smiles, she turns and reaches for the glass of water 
as she does blood splatters all over the glass and the 
walls, LAURENS body is hung over the bed dead, JASON looks 
at the body from the door

JASON
I'm sorry.

CUT TO THE CINEMA ENTRANCE

WE MOVE AT ONE

EXT/DAY/LEAVING THE CINEMA

JASON makes his way back to the entrance where CAP looks at 
him, JASON gives him a nod TONI takes a peak through a gap 
through the door 

TONI
Were clear, its now or nothing

CAP looks at his watch

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Time isn't our friend on this one
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SOLDIER ON THE 50CALS
I'll cover the rear, lets get these 
people out of here

TONI quick flashes here light to signal the soldier in the 
truck of which he is still watching in the wing mirror

SOLDIER
Ok, here we go

CAPTAIN STRAIN
We move as one, we don't stop for 
anything

CAP turns to the small group

CAPTAIN STRAIN
I know your scared, I want you to 
all just keep your heads don and 
follow my feet, were getting out of 
here ok

Everyone nods nervously

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Lets move

TONI nods and opens the door, CAP leads and moves out using 
the cars as cover TONI uses a grenade and throws it on the 
other side to cause a diversion, the Zombies react and run 
to the explosion and CAP and the people move out with the 
soldier taking the rear and TONI in the middle, it's only a 
matter of seconds until another zombie sees them and lets 
out a scream and alerts the others, CAP shouts out

CAPTAIN STRAIN
MOVE!

The small group run frantically heading towards the truck, 
the soldier in the truck starts the engine which alerts 
another horde, CAP is laying down fire as they all run 
towards the truck.

The horde approaches the truck, the soldier driving is 
swarmed as he lays down fire as they breach the truck and 
attack, scream and gunfire come from the truck, CAP is 
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approaching continuously shooting, the driver is bitten and 
turns rapidly, CAP gets to the truck and the small group 
jump into the back as the other horde approach TONI and the 
50 cal soldier lay cover as CAP get into the front and is 
met by the soldier who is no a zombie the zombie soldier 
jumps onto CAP and they fall out onto the floor, TONI 
quickly turns and shoots the zombie soldier in the head and 
nods at CAP, CAP get up and gets into the drivers seat and 
starts to drive as the last of the group get it, TONI and 
the 50 cal soldier continue to shoot as the truck drives 
away crashing cars out of the way as the horde now increases 
in chase from all directions

CAPTAIN STRAIN
They're coming in from the side

JASON starts shooting from the truck trying to help, TONI 
throws another grenade but the explosion has little affect.

CAP is ploughing through the city with a horde following and 
gaining as they come to a bridge which is blocked

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Everyone out!

Everyone jumps out and makes a run over the bridge, CAP 
looks and sees the evacuation boat on the other side

CAPTAIN STRAIN
There the most, head to the boat!

CAP drops a grenade under the truck as they all run over the 
bridge, the explosion causes a reaction of cars exploding as 
they continue to run and shoot strays of zombies, the small 
group make it to the other side and get onto the boat, CAP 
TONI and 50 cal soldier are still on the bridge, JASON looks 
up to the bridge as he gets onto the boat, the soldier on 
the boat is screaming for them to get on as another lays 
cover

SOLDIER
We gotta go we gotta go
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JASON
NO! There's still people on the 
bridge

Another horde block the bridge on CAP, TONI and 50cal, the 
boat with the small group pull away just in time as a horde 
dives from the pier towards the boat, TONI and CAP look at 
each other

TONI
Do we jump

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
We won't make it

CAPTAIN STRAIN
She right, we won't make it

TONI
I don't want to die like this

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Were not dead yet

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
I have one grenade left

The soldiers all look at each other, the soldier hands the 
grenade to CAP

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
You do it

CAP take the grenade and pulls the pin and looks at them.

The horde surround the unit (slow motion)

The unit close their eyes (slow motion)

Theres an explosion

Zombies fly in all directions

CAP opens his eyes

Hovering over the bridge is a helicopter, in the pilot seat 
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is BANKS, she fires continuously causing mass destruction, 
the unit begin to fire again and TONI makes a move for the 
gap that BANKS created, The unit make it to the other side 
of the bridge as BANKS creates a hole in it to allow them 
safety

BANKS meets them on the other side and TONI gets is

TONI
Good to see your sexy ass again

BANKS
Still flirting with me

TONI
Always

CAPTAIN STRAIN
BANKS

BANKS
CAP

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Get up out of here

BANKS
Yes sir

The helicopter takes off

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
How did you know we were here?

BANKS
When We landed, I was out of it, 
the only option was that we got 
separated, the only place was DC, 
when the rest headed out I stayed 
and got over here I say the 
explosions and knew it could only 
be you guys
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TONI
I thought you was infected

BANKS
I thought so to, I just caught 
something out there, some sort of 
virus and just broke out into a 
fever

TONI
Well your timing wasn't short of a 
miracle, where to now?

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
To the ship?

BANKS
Yeah, last I heard there is a guy 
from the UN heading to England 

CAPTAIN STRAIN
Whats in England

BANKS
He thinks he's onto a cure for all 
of this

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
So far the only cure is a bullet to 
the head

BANKS
Orders are to standby

As the helicopter flies, CAP is in pain, he opens his shirt 
and sees that the bite wound is now turning black, he looks 
at the soldier who looks at him and lowers her head then 
looks back at him, CAP shakes his head

CAPTAIN STRAIN
We got to land

TONI
Whats wrong CAP
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CAPTAIN STRAIN
BANKS, land on top of that building

BANKS
Yes sir

TONI
CAP what's wrong

The helicopter lands and a horde is drawn to it

CAPS alarm on his watch goes off

TONI
CAP we don't have time for this, 
this place is going to be levelled 
off

The horde breach the building and head to the top up the 
stairs CAP gets out of the helicopter

TONI
CAP!

BANKS
WHAT ARE YOU DOING?

CAPTAIN STRAIN
I can't come with you guys, (shows 
his wound)

TONI
NO CAP, 

BANKS
But we can get the cure

CAPTAIN STRAIN
I don't have the time, you have to 
leave me, its ok

The horde breach the top of the roof
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CAPTAIN STRAIN
You have to go

BANKS looks at CAP as 50 cal soldier starts shooting at the 
entrance of the roof

CAPTAIN STRAIN
GO NOW

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
We have to go!

Banks lifts the helicopter up, TONI looks at CAP one last 
time and CAP smiles, the horde heads towards CAP, CAP opens 
his hand as he still has the grenade and releases the 
trigger, CAP looks at the horde as they approach, the 
building top explodes the background of the helicopter with 
TONI watching

SOLDIER ON THE 50CAL
We going to make the blast radious

BANKS
Its going to be close

As the helicopter flies rockets pass it heading towards the 
city and explodes, the blast radius expands and hits the 
tail of the helicopter sending it down into

BANKS
We're going down, HOLD ON!

Fade to black

THE FIGHT CONTINUES

EXT/DAY/Helicopter wreckage 

TONI,BANKS,50CAL come out from the wreckage ok and head 
towards the coast, in the distance they see the ship with a 
patrol boats on the approach.

Where the helicopter crashed a horde come running past it.

End
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